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February 19th, 2016 

 

Cc: Ald. Rummel, Gil Altschul 

 

Dear ALRC Members: 

 

 The Marquette Neighborhood Association Board has voted unanimously to oppose the 

proposed outdoor seating at Gib’s Bar 1380 Williamson St. 

 

MNA has been consistent in giving a high level of scrutiny to outdoor seating that has a 

likelihood to negatively impact adjacent residents. Despite Mr. Altschul’s proposal to lessen 

the effects that increased sound and noise would make on neighbors with a planter and 

landscaping, the proposal is untested and concerns of its efficacy remain.  

 

We have received many letters from neighbors illustrating these concerns and no adjacent 

neighbors are in support of the seating. Those letters also expressed alarm over a slippery 

slope that Gib’s is expanding its impact more than was previously agreed to by Mr. Altschul.  

 

In the original letter sent to ALRC from MNA indicating neighborhood support for the 

conditional use for its alcohol license, MNA clearly indicated that this support was contingent 

that there not be outdoor seating included.  

 

Recently, MNA supported the conditional use of an entertainment license. That support was 

contingent upon Mr. Altschul’s assertion that he only wanted the entertainment license so 

that DJ’s could play songs over the existing speakers with no additional amplification and 

there would be no live music. Yet on Feb 16th, 2016, there was a live music show which was 

promoted on social media and elsewhere. 

 

The pattern of moving goal posts has neighbors wondering where the goal posts will be 

moved to next time. While we wish Gil the best of luck running his business, our primary 

goal is to support residents and to protect their daily quality of life. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Lynn Lee,  

MNA President 


